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creativity

The road of parenting is full of twists and turns, and while no

one can walk your path, we can accompany each other, share

our stories and offer our support. Wonder of Children arms

parents and caregivers with the resources and perspective to

more effectively nurture children who will possess the soft

skills required  for becoming the creators, contributors and do-

ers in a modern world. 

 

The 8 Traits listed below are just part of the arsenal of resources

Wonder of Children provides to its tribe of followers. Thanks

for joining us - we're  all here to learn, support and enjoy this

journey of raising kids! 

 

Subscribing to the blog will keep up on these topics, and others,

You can also find Wonder of Children on Facebook or follow

@lisadeweywells on Twitter.

empathy

love of literature

listening

Resiliency

Problem-solving &
Resourcefulness

play

perseverance
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With more than two decades of experience teaching preschool, elementary
and  middle school, Lisa Dewey Wells has a profound passion for teaching,

learning and life. Whether the classroom, working with teachers and
parents in schools, or in her yoga and meditation practice, Lisa’s focus has

always been on knowing relevant content, individuals and patterns of
growth and development.  This perspective provides a powerful framework
for helping caregivers understand children and in the context of their peers

and the world.

Both peers and parents note Lisa’s ability to communicate effectively on
philosophy, practice and observable behaviors, as well as her wealth of
knowledge, skill, insight and enthusiasm. As a teacher of teachers, Lisa's

experience spans a variety of settings and demographics .  She works with a
sense of compassion and a creativity that brings a refreshing energy that

sheds light on common experiences of parenting and childhood, while also
making the current research accessible through engaging narratives.

Readers of the blog, Wonder of Children  report feeling connected and
invested in learning more about child development, finding deeper

authenticity in their family relationships and value doing what’s best for
their child now and for the years ahead.

Regular days for Lisa include yoga, reading, running a busy household,
noodling on social media, writing and knitting. Lisa enjoys whatever time

she can share with own two emerging adults and black lab, as well as time
on the Chesapeake or in the mountains with her husband. 
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